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Introduction

Cosheston remains undisturbed with roots that take it back to the early Celtic church;

possibly because it is not en route to anywhere in particular. It sits above and to the north

of the A477, roughly equidistant from Pembroke and Pembroke Dock. To the north it meets

the shores of the Daugleddau, just before it divides into the Carew and Cresselly rivers,

where there was once a busy ferry crossing to Lawrenny; to the south it is banded by

Cosheston Pill, a tidal creek; to the West is Cosheston Point and to the East it meanders past

Upton Castle and the hamlet of Nash to meet Milton.

Cosheston has no dramatic history, no major battles were fought here; its sons and

daughters are not great heroes or heroines; no famous buildings stand, preserved by the

National Trust, listed Grade I. But is a rather a quiet backwater, with attractive rather than

spectacular outlooks; with a listed Grade II Funeral Tenement paid for by public

subscription; with minor Halls of long past gentry; with a picturesque pub and now spire-less

Church; with a simple Victorian school building offering first class education. The past and

present, like many rural communities in Pembrokeshire, is unassuming but constant.

New developments in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries are mainly

small housing estates leading off the old village street that runs East to West and they have

accounted for a population explosion from around about five hundred plus inhabitants in

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to in excess of seven hundred in 2001.

However, many of the older nineteenth century cottages still exist; although much

improved from their original modest labourer dwellings. Even today it is possible to identify

some of the medieval strip fields that radiate from the village.

This is not to imply that the village has remained untouched by change. Few of its

inhabitants work in the village; many are in-comers, living here but working elsewhere or

retired; old institutions like a post office and shop are things of the past; there is only one

pub operating where once there was as many as five; there is no longer a Rector at St

Michael and All Angels and the Church is one of Nine; the Nebo Chapel is now a dwelling

house; there is no bus service; no farmer plants potatoes anymore – it’s too hard to find

pickers and it would seem that farming in the future is quite likely to be solar panels. Yet,

today, the peacefulness of the rural life, the slower pace and time to stand and stare is its

charm - but it does not compare to the bustling way of life in the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.
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Demographics and Migration

Because the nineteenth century saw the birth of national bureaucracy and administration

we are today blessed with documentation such as the censuses, the school log books and

parish records that make it possible to build a picture of Cosheston in the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. The Tithes Schedule of 1840 states that the parish of Cosheston

was 2020 acres 3 roods and 16 perches and, whilst that is largely compatible with the

various censuses taken, there is some variation; for instance Upton is included in some but

not in others.

Unlike present day Cosheston the village of the nineteenth century was not primarily

made up of the middle classes – there were two or three families that were minor gentry or

military officers, three or four families of middle class occupation and a handful of

landowning farmers. The rest were, in nineteenth century terms: ‘the poor’; although,

despite the description, there was a high preponderance of skilled workers employed in

ship-building, construction, sea-going enterprises and the Royal Dockyard. This was

balanced by a like number who were purely agricultural workers and a similar number were

servants.

During the period 1841-1911, the number of people living in Cosheston remained

relatively stable – no less than five hundred and no more than six hundred souls. It would

appear that there were generally slightly more female residents than male but not

significantly so. The age range throughout the period follows a similar pattern with about

43% being under the age of twenty and more than half of those were under the age of ten.

It can be seen in APPENDIX 1 that the spread of ages was similar for both sexes with a

handful of octogenarians in each census.

One can imagine that the village rang to the voices of the young although,

particularly in the earlier years, the twenty-first century concept of ‘childhood’ would have

been foreign to the inhabitants of the village, where from almost the age that children could

walk and talk they would have been expected to undertake domestic and other duties;

some, indeed, would have been earning a wage by the time they were twelve or thirteen.

However, even by 1851 (eight years before the National School opened in

Cosheston) forty eight children (twenty six boys and twenty two girls) are recorded as

‘scholars’. There is a wide interpretation to be taken of what constituted a scholar before

compulsory education (introduced in 1880) – it may be attendance at a local dame school

which would have a closer comparison with ‘child minding’ than education; it may have

referred to attendance at ‘Sunday School’ which, in Cosheston, had taught reading since the

mid-1840s or attendance at the ‘National School in Pembroke or the British School in
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Pembroke Dock’. For a few, like the inhabitants of Woodfield, there was a governess or

being educated at a boarding school like Nicholas Adamson Roch who was sent to Rugby

school under the auspices of its reforming headmaster Thomas Arnold (immortalised in

“Tom Brown’s Schooldays).

Conversely, in later censuses, all children between five and twelve are written up as

scholars but the school log books suggest that chronic absenteeism was the norm for some:

9th Jun 1884 Admitted 3 boys all nearly 6 years old. They haven’t the
slightest notion of any school work having been allowed to run
wild. The School Attendance Committee prescribes 5 as the
age at which children should begin their schooling but as there
is no supervision the law is almost a dead letter. This loss of
time presses very hard on Standard I as the children are
compelled to do in one year what they really ought to take 3
years for.

In November 1898 the Head Teacher, Mr Talbot, wrote rather peevishly, after a somewhat
scathing HM Inspector report on attendance at the School:

…The average last year was 83 out of 116 on the books which is
not quite 72%. This is not good, but there is one difficulty and
this is that if parents are summonsed for irregularity of their
children, they look upon it as done by the Master for spite…

There is a quirky revelation from the censuses that may reflect on education, more

interaction with the outside world and changing expectations and that is the naming of

children:-

In 1851 sixty three of the male population were called John (28%); forty seven were

called William (21%) and thirty three were called Thomas (14%). Fifty two females were

called Mary (18%) and forty were called Anne (14%) and another thirty seven were called

Elizabeth (13%). Meaning that over half the residents of Cosheston answered to the same

six names! In 1851 there are seventy different names in use with only twenty eight

individuals having a name not shared with other residents. To be named after a parent or

grandparent was common and for instance, in one home three people in three generations

were called Margaret.1

In 1911 names like Thomas (twenty four) and Mary (twenty one) were still popular

but new names especially linked to royalty – Alice, Albert and Beatrice appear as well as

flowers – Daisy, Iris and Lillian. Also there is an increase in children having two or more

names probably to carry on the tradition of naming after relatives but with the opportunity

to have a new, modern and fashionable name like Maud or Leonard. In 1911 there are one

1
Kenniford family, Cosheston Village, 1851 census
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hundred and eight different names and fifty two, nearly half, are names not shared with

neighbours.

Whilst the stability of numbers in the population does not seem all that odd, it must

be remembered that this was a time of huge migration of West Wales folk, especially to the

coalfields of South Wales, and that between 1873 and 1896 there was an economic

depression and many emigrated to Canada and Australia denuding some rural communities.

We can assume that some families did leave probably for the industrial south and possibly

further afield. It may well have been the development of Pater, later Pembroke Dock, as a

Royal Dockyard2 that insulated communities like Cosheston in South Pembrokeshire from

the devastation of falling prices and bad harvests as it provided increasing opportunities for

employment.

The image we sometimes carry of small rural villages being insular and remote is not

true of Cosheston; certainly from the nineteenth century onwards it has shown that there

has been a significant migratory mobility. From analysis of the census data we can see that

approximately half of the residents were born in the village; the majority of the “outsiders”

were from Pembrokeshire with a smattering of those from further afield.

In each census a large proportion of those recorded as “Cosheston born” were

children so the percentage of adults is more marked with over 40% being born elsewhere.3

It also implies that a substantial number of those who were born in the village left and

moved elsewhere. It is also noticeable that for a number of married couples, one partner is

from Cosheston, and that might have influenced the choice of residence.

We can also explode the myth that country-

folk were born and died in the same cottage. Even

“local” families moved around within the village and

in different censuses we see the same families in

different locations except, perhaps for Anne Sanders

who first appears in the census in 1841 as a two year

old child with her mother and father (who described

himself as a market gardener) and nine siblings and

she is still in residence as a seventy two year old in

1911 at the same address, the interestingly named

“Foxholes” or, on one map, “Fox Hall” which was a

two room dwelling away from the main village near the ford across Cosheston Pill to

Bangeston Hall.

2
The Royal Dockyard was established in 1815

3
See Appendix 2
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This changing of addresses was not limited to the “poor” but also to the gentry

families. The Roch family lived at Paskeston Hall from at least the early eighteenth century

until the 1860s when they moved to Tenby, selling their home to Henry George Allen MP,

brother of Seymour Allen of

Cresselly, to return to live in

another of their properties, Hill

House, by 1891. Hill House itself

was leased to a series of military

officers and their families who

were based at Pembroke Dock

suggesting that, even then,

Cosheston was seen as a

‘desirable’ address as described

by today’s estate agents!

West Face of Hill House c 1920 Kind permission of Brian Stephens
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Employment

As has already been said, agricultural workers made up about a third of those recorded as

being workers in the earlier censuses. Interestingly there was increase in those whose

occupations involved working the land including farmers, agricultural labourers, gardeners,

market gardeners and dairy maids, by 1911 from 27% in 1841 to 35.5% and a doubling of

those recording “farmer” – from eleven to twenty two; no doubt following the sales of

parcels of land by large landowners during the second half of the nineteenth century.

It would also be a mistake to believe that because they were not described as agricultural

labourers or farm servants that

there was no connection with the

land. Most families would be

engaged in a degree of self-

sufficiency: from old maps we can

see that even the meanest cottages

had long strips of garden; there

was seasonal work and gardening

for the gentry.

F

r

From OS Map 1869 Note large gardens and strip fields

Many families had a pig, chickens and some would have a cow with a number of people

involved in selling milk and dairy produce to subsidise their incomes.

Much of this unrecorded labour would be undertaken by women and children.

The school log books are punctuated by children’s absences due to harvesting,

potato picking and gardening.

21st Mar 1870 I experience great difficulty in getting the children
to attend at this season of the year. The bigger
ones are wanted at home to assist to set the
gardens and plant potatoes.

School terms in the earlier days were organised to take into account the seasonal

needs of the community.

21st Jul 1879 Re-opened the school after the Midsummer recess.
The haymaking which should have been finished
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during the holiday was very much opposed and
retarded by the wretched weather. 4

Many, in all walks of life, believed that education was wasted on the children of the

poor; even into the early 1930’s a local farmer complained that children were expected to

be in school until fourteen ‘learning nothing useful’.

Some women are acknowledged as having specific roles such as ‘dairymaid’ or more

generally, ‘farmer’s wife/daughter’ and all that implies. Although the majority of women in

the censuses have no employment against their names, partly because of the social stigma

that might be attached or, perhaps, there was a natural assumption that a woman’s role as

wife or daughter would encompass all physical tasks relating to the household including

growing food and minding live-stock as well as domestic chores and bringing up families.

Widows, however, often stated their occupations and it was not unusual to see “farm

labourer” as a descriptive:

From 1851 Census

However, towards the later censuses there are more women being recognised as having a

trade such as dress-making and the earlier census description of ‘female servant’ becomes

more task specific so we have parlour maid, laundress, cook etc. There are a few women

engaged in some form of retail and my favourite, 66 year old Margaret Lindsay who was the

post office carrier in 1911.5

4 Cosheston and Nash National School log bog from 1863
5 See Appendix 3
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There is also a shift

that takes place gradually over

the period for skilled workers

being employed in local works

to being employed mainly by

the Royal Dockyard. This

reflects the decline of local

ship building as wooden ships

were no longer required.

Throughout the first

half of the nineteenth century

From the Western Telegraph 24 October 1984 Cosheston had a thriving ship-

building industry of cutters, smacks and schooners on the banks of the Daugleddau. At

Lawrenny and Cosheston about 60 sailing vessels were built during the first half of the 19th

century. A prominent ship building company was set up in Cosheston by David Morgan, a

builder from Pembroke Dock, and Thomas Howells a shipwright from Neyland. They set up

a yard on the shore several yards from Whalecwm and using oaks grown on the banks of the

Haven they built ships for Liverpool captains. The business thrived until the 1860s when

ironclad vessels superseded the wooden ships.6

However, Howells and Morgan had been canny enough to use all the waste products

from the industry and had set up a chemical works primarily for the production of naptha

which they sold to a Neath based firm for producing explosives. They also sold charcoal and

oak bark to the Tan Yard in Pembroke. They employed a number of Cosheston residents

mainly as labourers but by the 1890s the company had disappeared and the employment

opportunities with it.

However, the rise of the Royal Naval Dockyard provided much needed opportunities

for displaced shipwrights as well as labourers. In 1851 thirteen men were recorded as

working at or retired from the Dockyard and eleven men were engaged in shipbuilding as

wrights or apprentices. By 1911 those connected with the Dockyard had risen to fifty three

men and boys and only three men were engaged in shipbuilding.7

The new century, with its better transport and a more sophisticated lifestyle, was

reflected in the variety of trades being undertaken by the inhabitants of Cosheston,

including a railway worker, a cycle and motor mechanic, a hotel porter, council employees, a

post mistress, a grocer and a green grocer. In the Dockyard there were the shipwrights and

blacksmiths of yore but also fitters, a draughtsman, a telephonist, a caulker, a coppersmith

and riveters.

6
Western Telegraph, 24 October 1984

7 See Appendix 3
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The number of people who were classed as servants stayed fairly constant

throughout this period. There were a number of servants that lived-in at Woodfield,

Paskeston, the Rectory and Upton Castle, but the vast majority lived at home and worked as

‘dailies’ at the big houses in Cosheston or around. There are also a surprising number of

servants who lived-in on farms – not necessarily large holdings and some who worked for

ship wrights and other skilled tradesmen. This reflected the cheapness of labour before the

Great War and that by providing board and bed, wages would be trifling. Often there would

be a largish young family and no doubt the domestic servant was to assist a young mother.

26
a

Mutton Hill / 4 Noot William Head M 2
9

HMD Shipwright
and Farmer

26
a

Noot Mary A Wife M 31

26
a

Noot Howard T Son 6

26
a

Noot William E Son 4

26
a

Noot Mabel G Daughter 2

26
a

Noot Lillian Daughter 7mth
s

26
a

Jones Margaret Servant S 17 General servant
domestic

From Transcript of 1891 Census

A number of the live-in servants were not originally from the village. In the 1851

census of the twenty eight who were recorded as servants, twenty were from other

Pembrokeshire places. This leads me to conjecture whether or not these were young men

and women who were chosen from those who attended the Michaelmas Hiring Fair always

held on 10th October in Pembroke. Each year, people who wished for a change of

employment would put themselves forward at a hiring fair where prospective employers

could see them. These would include experienced farm workers and servants as well as

those ‘new’ to the market, who would often be brought by their parents. The fair was both

business and pleasure and the pleasure element is still celebrated to this day with Main

Street closed for the fun fair.
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Living Conditions

Official documents, alone, and censuses in particular, do

not tell the story of how people lived in Cosheston during

this period although sometimes we catch a glimpse of a

reflected image there between the lines. From what is

common knowledge of Victorian and Edwardian times

we understand that for the vast majority of the

‘labouring and manufacturing and other poorer classes’8

life was a hard and unrelenting effort to put food upon

the table and roofs over the family’s heads. In 1847, ‘The

Report on Education in Wales’ (the infamous Blue Books)

stated that the average wage in Cosheston at the time

was 9s per week, which remained virtually unchanged for

half a century.

From Western Telegraph 25 August 1993

For most people there was no retirement age and we have octogenarians being

described as ‘agricultural labourers’. Very occasionally an elderly couple living with family

or alone in a cottage are described as of ‘independent means’ suggesting that they had

enough put by to live out their lives without charity.9 However, there are also small

numbers of individuals being described as ‘paupers’ dependent on the Parish Poor Law but

not living in the workhouse – theirs must have been a desperate situation.

In the vestry minutes of 22 February 1847 the secretary notes that in line with the

instructions of the local Poor Law Union, the Parish had to reduce their poor relief per week

to the village paupers:

Priscilla Howells from 3/- to 2/6

Anne James from 2/- to 1/-

Mary Powell from 2/- to 1/6

Anne Williams from 2/6 to 2/-

Henry Warlow and Wife from 4/- to 2/6

Elizabeth Bateman from 2/- to 1/6

James John from 3/- to 2/6

William Mathias and Wife from 3/- to 2/-

Elizabeth Sinnot from 3/- to 2/6

8
From the Conveyance for Cosheston National School 1856

9 See Appendix 3
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Margaret Thomas from 2/6 to 2/-

John Thomas and Wife from 3/6 to 2/6

Ben Evans and Wife from 5/6 to 4/-

In the 1851 census, only Anne James, a thirty six year old widow with two children

who was recorded as working as a farm labourer and Elizabeth Bateman, a widow of sixty

six, lodging with a family of seven in one of the tiny cottages in the Alley and who was

recorded as a pauper/agricultural servant, are still to be found in the village.

However, there is a slight increase to those receiving a pension as the decades go by.

In the 1851 census three pensioners are mentioned: a soldier and two Dockyard labourers.

It would appear that if you were in government employ then a pension was a possibility. By

1911 nine men are pensioners, all but one soldier, retired from the Dockyard.

It is not until the 1901 census that an attempt by the government was made to

interrogate living conditions of its citizens by recording whether a dwelling had four rooms

or less. In 1911 the number of rooms for all properties was documented. From these later

censuses we can see that there was a noticeable improvement in the size of homes even in

ten years:

1901 census
(107 dwellings)

1911 census
(107 dwellings)

One room 3 0

Two rooms 31 17

Three rooms 19 11

Four rooms 17 31

Five rooms Not recorded 18

Six rooms Not recorded 14

Seven rooms
or more

Not recorded 16
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Although the number of occupied

premises remained the same, there is

evidence of new buildings during this

time which suggests that some of the

smaller places fell into disrepair and

were no longer used as dwellings and

also that additional rooms were added

to existing properties. I can conjecture

that this is time of rising prosperity for

West Street (now Point Lane) Kind permission of Terry Martin

many, if not all; there were still families of six or more living in two room cottages. Most of

the cottages were probably in the Pembrokeshire vernacular – pink washed walls and

cement washed roofs, two or three rooms with a scullery but no running water (with public

water pumps at various points in the village), no indoor plumbing, gas or electricity. They

would be furnished simply, with all room being used to sleep in. Progress was slow; this was

not to change much until after the Second World War. Gas never came to the village and

electricity did not arrive until the 1950s and did not reach the school until 1960!

In the range that we would recognise today – the average three bedroom house (six

rooms) – there are the beginnings of new-builds such as Greenfield House and Sawdon Villa.

From this and their occupations we can see there is a rising lower middle class being

established.

The homes of seven plus rooms included larger farms such as Brotherhill (eight),

West Farm (nine) and grander residences such as Upton Castle (thirteen), the Rectory

(thirteen), Paskeston Hall (seventeen) and Cosheston Hall (twenty two).

Having concentrated on the ‘poor’ of the village it is worth looking at the other end

of the spectrum. There were two major houses that dominated the village – Paskeston Hall

and Woodfield, later renamed Cosheston Hall.

Initially Paskeston Hall was the more important place. It had been in the Roch family

at least since the beginnings of the eighteenth century. In the standards of the day the

estate was not as large as many others and the Roch family was not particularly wealthy,

but they were land-rich; they held almost half the land in Cosheston.10

Whilst the Rector would have the spiritual guidance of the village, by and large, the

Rochs and particularly Nicholas Adamson Roch (1816-1907) dominated village politics -

whether it was in the Church, the School or the Parish Council. For many he must have been

part of the fabric of everyday life and on his ninetieth birthday the village presented him

10
Tithe Schedule 1840
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with an ‘illuminated address couched in felicitous terms’11 extolling his public service. At his

funeral in the winter of 1907 the Church was packed not only by the great and the good of

Pembrokeshire but by villagers paying their respects. He marked the end of an era where

he was the embodiment of the High Church Tory ‘benevolent squire’ class who managed the

affairs of the peasantry with a stern but loving paternity and they in turn would be grateful

and respect him.

The other substantial property at the time was Woodfield, in 1840 it was owned by

Abraham Leach of Corston. Woodfield was occupied by different families throughout the

period – in 1841 George Bowling was in residence, probably a tenant of Leach, but during

the 1840s it was bought by a Gloucestershire man, Orlando Williams, who rebuilt it. In 1851

a John Clunes and family were

living there. By 1861 Henry

Wedgwood and his family

owned the property and they,

too, re-designed the house. In

1881 the Wedgwoods’

kinswoman, Lady Catherine

Allen formerly of Cresselly

lived there. During the 1890s

the Phillips family took

possession, they made even

more improvements and Cosheston Hall c 1920 Kind permission of Brian Stephens

changed the name to Cosheston Hall when it superseded Paskeston Hall as the premier

residence in Cosheston, and has remained in their family until quite recently.

The Phillips family picked up many of the noblesse oblige and social duties expected

of the gentry and previously undertaken by the Rochs. For instance they delivered the

annual school picnic, they erected the War Memorial to Cosheston’s dead, and provided

land for a village hall as the Rochs had for the village school; but times were slowly changing

and their influence on the daily events of Cosheston were declining.

Cosheston’s rural heart had strengthened and its sense of identity as a community

became less dependent on the old feudal structures. The Parish Council was made up not

by the gentry but by farmers and others; the school board was not dominated by the clergy

and landowners but again by those with a stake in the ordinary village life.

11 From the Pembrokeshire Herald January 1907
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High Days and Holidays

At this time Church attendance would have been expected of all respectful folk whatever their place

in society. Cosheston, during this period had the Parish Church of St Michaels and All Angels and

also an independent chapel called Nebo erected in 1832 situated near Mount Pleasant. The Chapel

was small and had been built by voluntary subscriptions and originally set up as a Missionary Station

and came under the auspices of the Tabernacle in Pembroke until 1858 when it gained church

status. From a letter to the English Union by the then Deacon. W Trewent, ‘The membership is

about twenty and the Sunday School between fifty and sixty. The area is very thinly populated

therefore cannot generate a large congregation.’12

The relationship between Church and Chapel seems to have been reasonable, as Nicholas

Adamson Roch suggests in his letter to the Commissioners looking into Education in Wales during

the 1840s:

‘Besides our school, there is another Sunday School attached to a Dissenting chapel; it

is not, I understand, largely attended, and was, I believe, set up for the convenience of

a few residents, about it, which is at the end of the parish. For I am most happy to say,

we are free from almost all, if not altogether all, religious animosity; we are not yet

sufficiently en-lightened for that.’13

Certainly there is evidence that children from the Chapel attended the Church School as successive

Head Masters complain about absenteeism for attending the Chapel annual outings.

The School log books are a rich source of information about village activities that kept

children from their desks and no doubt parents from their duties. These included Carew Fair,

Pembroke Races, sales in the village, the weekly Market in Pater:

21st March 1879 Market day in Pater, 48 only present. From this cause there is

always a large percentage of absentees on Friday. Does this speak

well for the inhabitants? Are they not indifferent as to their

children’s educational progress? I have at times strongly addressed

the school on this subject.

The Michaelmas Fair in Pembroke (the Hiring Fair) affected attendance so badly it became a

recognised school holiday as did Coronation Day which was a great celebration in Pembroke Dock:

28th June 1875 Coronation day – a whole holiday given on account of the Milford

Haven Regatta and the annual fete at Bush

12
Thomas Rees & John Thomas; Hanes Eglwysi Annibynnol Cymru. (History of the Welsh Independent Churches) 4 volumes

(published 1871+) From the CD published by Archive CD Books Translated by Maureen Saycell 2008

13 From the Report on Education in Wales a letter sent by NA Roch to amplify the Inspector’s report.
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A popular annual treat was given to the children firstly under the auspices of the Roch family and

later by the Phillips:

26th August 1879 Whole holiday. Annual school treat given by Mr Roch. 90 children

and several visitors took Tea in the school at 4.30pm. Presents were

then distributed and rustic sports indulged in till dusk. Good order

prevailed and all seemed satisfied and agreeable.

Many of the children had fathers and brothers who worked at the Royal Dockyard and at the
launches of vessels were obviously a time for celebration so that eventually half holidays were
allowed:

9th March 1880 The Ajax is to be launched tomorrow afternoon from Pater

Dockyard – there will be a half holiday

12th June 1877 There was a half holiday granted for the visit of the Japanese

Ambassador – “His Excellency Jushie Wooyeno Kagenori,

Envoy Extraordinaire and Minister Plenipotentiary to his

Imperial Majesty the Mikado of Japan” and his entourage to

Pembroke Dock.14 (This visit was for the launch of the corvette

Hiei built for the Japanese Navy.)

Another point of interest was the regular hunt meetings. This seems to be an

activity that cut across the class divisions as again Head masters complained bitterly about

the drop in attendance when there were ‘hounds in the village’.

In a gossipy letter from Captain Edmund Anthony Glynn, who lived at Hill House for a

period during the 1850s to his brother expresses his impression of the delights of those

better off living in Cosheston:

‘…The village is small but beautifully situated… The country people

have been very kind in calling and asking us to dinner and musical parties.

This is great hunting part of the country. The hounds meet twice every week,

and frequent steeplechase – which brings gentlemen together. I have been

asked to join, but have not time, even if I do not wish to break my neck, which

I would be sure to do…’15

14
From the School Log Book from 1863

15 See Appendix 4 for the full transcript


